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Overview
Protect your confidential and valuable information from being
stolen by shredding any documents that may put your business
at risk from identity fraud. The Rexel RLWS28 is a multi
department shredder designed for high volume use with
multiple users and has a S2 security level which shreds paper
into ribbon cut particles (sized 5.8mm), ideal for everyday
shredding.

The RLWS28 is a wide entry (mouth size 380mm) shredder that
can shred documents in all shapes and sizes including A4, A3
and computer listing paper. Engineered for bulk shredding, it can
shred up to 28 sheets of 70gsm paper in a continuous single
feed as well as CD’s, credit cards, paperclips and staples. Paper
jams are avoided, thanks to the antijam function which reverses
paper out of the shredder when too much is fed in. The RLWS28
features an extra large 160 litre large capacity waste bin, so you
rarely have to empty it. The front opening door with pull out
frame enables simple and mess free emptying and the shredder
cuts off automatically when the bin is full. With a clear, easy to
use LED control panel and a safety flap in the feed opening, the
stylish RLWS28 is the ideal choice as a centralised shredder for
multiple users who require bulk destruction of documents.

Weighing 61kg and sized at 955(H) x 615(W) x 470(D)mm, the
RLWS28 comes with the extra peace of mind of a 2 year
warranty, an extended 20 year warranty on the cutters plus it is
compliant with finger safe international standards and is TUV
and CE compliant.

Features
• Also shreds staples, paper clips and credit cards
• Anti jam function reverses paper out of the shredder

mouth• AS3000 litre waste sacks 40095 pk 100• Auto cut out when bin full• Continuous operation• Front opening with extra large 160 litre capacity• GS and CE approved• Ribbon cut version also shreds CD’s• S2 Ribbon Cut (5.8mm)• Safety flap in feed opening• Shredder mouth 380mm• Shreds up to 28 sheets in a single pass

Technical Specifications
Product code 2102455


